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Editorial

The half-stripped trees
struck by a wind together,
bending all,
the leaves flutter drily
and refuse to let go
or driven like hail
stream bitterly out to one side
and fall
where the salvias, hard carmine, -
like no leaf ever was –
edge the bare garden.

“Approach of Winter” by William Carlos Williams 1883 – 1963

Have you ever observed a gathering storm? Initially, things seem to go very quiet and
then just before the off there is a deathly silence. Not a sound from the birds, just the
gathering gloom, as the dark clouds amass in an oppressive and ominous confluence
ahead of the first spatter of raindrops. And because the drops are so heavy and given
the preceding calm the noise of those early falls seem unnaturally loud. Then the
deluge. The roar of the thunder and flashes of lightening are almost a relief after the
deadly noiselessness of the intro.

Did you watch the Olympics last summer? Usain Bolt was something to observe in
the Men’s 100 and 200 Metres Finals. The absolute stillness of the athletes, the fierce
concentration and the impressive hush of the crowd (some 80,000 people) – you could
hear a pin drop – before the explosion from the blocks. They say Mr. Bolt does not
draw breath for the 9.5 seconds of the 100 metres. He is truly something to behold –
not just his athleticism but also his level of serene absorption and utter tranquility
before the off.

Now I’m not for a moment suggesting President Tony didn’t draw breath during the
October meeting of the Galway Lions Club – the meeting did go on for an hour and
20 minutes and not even our fit President could last that long without air – but you
could sense the palpable calm among the 30 or so lions (the usual 55% who grace
these occasions) and especially the various project chairmen who are winding up for
the major tasks awaiting us between now and Christmas – yes folks, we have to
mention it, only 7 weeks to go!

Firstly we had the silver haired and golden-tongued – Lion John McGinley – lead us
off with as sincere a rendition of the Code of Ethics as you’re ever likely to hear. You
would never guess the career occupation of this worthy lion prior to his retirement.
And by the way, ask Lion John for his three definitions of hypocrisy. Then we were
off, ably guided by President Tony through a plethora of planned activity. And if I



was impressed by the coolness of the P/Cs I was nevertheless mentally exhausted at
the outlined level of intense exertion we all have to undergo over the coming weeks.
Like Usain we will be gathering our collective breath for the annual stampede of
Christmas projects. No drugs allowed – apart from an occasional tipple!

Lion Sean Mannion was presented with some oul’ award for introducing 2 new
members. Well done, Sean, a noble and hard working lion. Good to see you get some
recognition. Oh all right then, be upstanding and salute Lion Sean with a rousing

THUNDROUS APPLAUSE! THUNDROUS APPLAUSE! THUNDROUS
APPLAUSE!

And next month a delegation from Corrib Lions Club will attend our meeting. To
ensure a good exchange of ideas and best practices occurs – be there!

Men will wrangle for religion, write for it, fight for it, die for it, anything but live for
it.

Charles Caleb Colton 1780 – 1832

PROJECTS

Remembrance Mass

P/C Peter Flanagan informed us this is being held on Tuesday 13th November at 8.00
p.m. in St. Enda’s. It is an occasion to celebrate the lives of those lions (and their
families) that have gone before us. Those of all faiths and none are more than
welcome and I know it means a lot to the families of deceased members that we
remember those who gave us such good example. So come along for a sociable and
nostalgic event – it only takes an hour - there are light refreshments and it’s an
edifying experience to salute our former comrades.

No matter how old a mother is, she watches her middle-aged children for signs of
improvement.

Florida Scott-Maxwell 1883 - 1979

Supermarket Collections

P/C Pat Dempsey will have his rota with him at the November meeting. The relevant
weekends are 15th/18th Nov, 22nd/25th Nov and 29th Nov/2nd Dec. Every lion is
expected to do 2 shifts. And if you can’t do a shift the onus is on you to provide a
replacement. Given our financial situation it behoves all of us to put in the effort and
collect the dosh.

One of the advantages of being disorderly is that one is constantly making exciting
discoveries.

A.A. Milne 1882 – 1956



Teddy Bears

I refuse to call this project “Stuffed Toys” – sounds mildly pornographic. P/C Tom
Joyce has the bears ready. He needs the usual hardy crew of lobbyists to do their stuff.
And you newer, younger lions put on your thinking caps. Perhaps you know of an
appropriate premises where a bear could be displayed and tickets sold. Lion Tom
wants to hear from you.

Being a philosopher, I have a problem for every solution.
Robert Zend 1929 – 1985

Radio Auction

We’re getting down to the logistical challenge of the year for the Galway Lions Club.
P/C Jim Cahill is our noble C.I.C. (Commander in Chief). This year’s event is on
Friday 7th December and the venue is again the Eyre Square Shopping Centre. The
official Launch will likely occur on 19th November – date to be confirmed at the
November meeting. Various speakers exhorted all lions (old lags and new enthusiasts
alike) to source valuable (at least €100) items. If every member produced 3 items
we’re home free. So, boys and girls, ladies and gentlemen, the best efforts of all of us
are required to make a success of this venture and ensure we can supply needy
families with food vouchers this Christmas.

An honest politician is one who when bought will stay bought.
Simon Cameron 1799 – 1889

Review Club Projects

P/C Pat Dennigan and his 12 apostles have had 4 meetings since July. This august
body has studied all the threats and opportunities, weaknesses and strengths of our
current projects to see where improvements can be made. Lion Tom Burke believed
more inter action should be occurring between the lions and the community. He
suggested a proportion of the Christmas food vouchers should be hand delivered
rather than posted out, the current practice. He proposed that say 12 pairs of lions
undertake this exercise. There was mixed reaction from the floor. Further
consideration will be given to this and other related matters by the committee who
will then bring forward specific proposals for the members’ attention.

No snowflake in an avalanche ever feels responsible.
Stanislaw Lec 1909 – 1966

Sympathy

Our sympathy is extended to Stephanie Kelly, wife of Lion Jim, on the recent death of
her sister Yvonne O Connor R.I.P.



Best Wishes

To Lion Colm Feeney making a great recovery after his recent sojourn in hospital.
Didn’t he look well at daughter Gemma’s conferring? Keep wiring into those steaks,
Colm!

Congratulations

To Marion and Lion Kevin Watters on the latest addition to the clan – first grandson
Luke Watters. Buíochas le Dia!

What syllable are you seeking,
Vocalissimus,
In the distances of sleep?
Speak it.

“To the Roaring Wind” by Wallace Stevens 1879 – 1955

And finally, given Hurricane Sandy’s recent appearance:

The tree lay down
on the garage roof
and stretched, You
have your heaven,
it said, go to it.

“The Hurricane” by William Carlos Williams 1883 – 1963

NOVEMBER MEETING

Date: 12th November 2012

Venue: Ardilaun

Champs: 7.30 p. m.

Photograph: 7.45 p.m.

Chumps: 8.30 p. m.


